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ABOUT EINDHOVEN AIRPORT

Eindhoven Airport, with over 4 million passengers in 2015 the second largest airport in the
Netherlands, boosts the business climate in the south of the Netherlands and is crucial to the

Eindhoven Airport rst Dutch regional
airport with ISO certi cate
Eindhoven, 14 may 2003

Today, Eindhoven Airport has received the o cial certi cate ISO
14001 for her environmental policy and protection. This makes the
airport the rst regional airport in The Netherlands working
according to ISO standards regarding environmental planning.

 

Eindhoven Airport considers the environmental protection and care for the

surroundings as important preconditions to execute the company’s activities.

To enforce this thought one has worked hard to set up its own Environmental Policy

Plan. The basis for this plan are the international ISO 14001 standards.

With this certi ed environmental policy EindhovenAirport does have an important

and e ective instrument to take care of a continuous improvement of her

environmental performances and to be alert on the environmental impact of civil

aviation for the surroundings, now and in the future.

CEO of the airport is very pleased about obtaining the certi cate and considers it as

a rewarded e ort.

”Obtaining the certi cate is an important milestone in the professional
care and attention Eindhoven Airport gives to the surroundings and the
environment and is a con rmation of her durable and well-considered
company’s policy”

—  Bart de Boer, CEO Eindhoven Airport N.V.
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region in achieving its ambitions. The airport is aiming for a broad portfolio of destinations.
Flights depart from Eindhoven Airport to over 70 destinations. Speed and the total airport
experience are its added values. Eindhoven Airport connects Brainport to Europe in particular
and makes the region internationally accessible. With 1500 direct jobs the airport has grown
into one of the region's largest employers. According to the agreements between national and
regional stakeholders, Eindhoven Airport will have the space to grow to some 5.5 million
passengers in 2020. The growth will be achieved with the support of the local community and
within the frameworks of the Alders Opinion and the Dutch government's Air Travel Policy
Document. Eindhoven Airport pursues an integrated policy for growth, the environment and
sustainability.
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